Application of optical trapping for cells grown on plates: optimization of PCR and fidelity of DNA sequencing of p53 gene from a single cell.
Optical trapping has traditionally been used to visually select and isolate nonadherent cells grown in suspension because cells grown in monolayers will rapidly reattach to surfaces if suspended in solution. We explored methods to slow cell reattachment that are also compatible with high-fidelity PCR. Using HeLa cells grown on plates and suspended after trypsinization, we measured the efficiency of capture by retention and movement of the cell by the laser. Success for removing a captured cell by pipette was determined by PCR amplification of the 5S rRNA gene. After optimizing PCR amplification of a 2049-bp region of the p53 gene, we determined PCR fidelity by DNA sequencing. Addition of bovine serum albumin to suspended cells slowed reattachment from seconds to minutes and allowed efficient trapping. The success rate of removing a cell from the trap by pipette to a PCR tube was 91.5%. The 5S PCR assay also revealed that DNA and RNA that copurify with polymerases could give false-positive results. Sequence analysis of four clones derived from a single cell showed only three polymerase errors in 7200 bp of sequence read and revealed difficulties in reading the correct number in a run of 16 A:T. Comparison of the HeLa and wild-type human sequences revealed several previously unreported base differences and an (A:T)(n) length polymorphism in p53 introns. These results represent the first use of optical trapping on adherent cells and demonstrate the high accuracy of DNA sequencing that can be achieved from a single cell.